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Hendes Verden Strikkeopskrifter
Reissued for the twentieth anniversary of Diana’s death, this sensational and
controversial bestseller is an explosive account of her life, from the man who was
by her side throughout its most turbulent period.
BEST RATED BOOK OF 2018 AND 2019 on Mofibo, Denmark's biggest e-book
and audiobook platform. When one summer evening, on a blind date that is
almost cancelled, Pelle Hvenegaard meets Caroline, he knows right away: This
woman will be the mother to his children. Their first meeting grows into a blazing
romance, and it is quickly clear that the two of them want to have a family
together - but biology toys with them. Dear Zoe Ukhona is Pelle Hvenegaard's
honest, comic, tragic and heartwarming tale of the six-year fertility and adoption
hell he and his partner had to go through before they could open the door to their
apartment in Copenhagen with little Zoe Ukhona in their arms.We follow Caroline
and Pelle's arduous inner journey, but we are also with them when - to keep
themselves going - they travel to five continents before climbing to the top of
Kilimanjaro to call out to their coming child, unaware that she had in fact been
born just twenty days earlier in South Africa. This is a story of love and of dealing
with life when it doesn't go the way you planned. A story about searching for
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happiness and meaning - and the joy of finding them both. From the foreword by
Zindzi Mandela: "... on top of being a book about battling childlessness, it's a
story of hope, a story of love, a story of fighting for happiness ... it's a story about
the meaning of life." PELLE HVENEGAARD became world famous as a twelveyear-old when he played the lead role in Bille August's Oscar-winning film Pelle
the Conqueror. He has a degree in journalism and has worked in the TV industry
for many years. This is his first of three books.
I løbet af otte noveller besøger Claes Johansen forskellige årtier i tiden efter
besættelsen og leverer et historisk og menneskeligt billede hverdagslivet i
Danmark, der ikke er så normalt og stillestående, som man skulle tro. Den
danske forfatter Claes Johansen (f. 1957) debuterede i 1986 med "Frygtelige
Vera og andre noveller". Sidenhen er det blevet til et væld af bøger, der strækker
sig over genrer som børnebøger, historiske romaner, noveller, voksenbøger og
romaner. "Det er svært at finde nogen i dag, som bedre, mere lavmælt og
indtrængende skildrer danskerne end Claes Johansen." – Politiken "Efter et
intermezzo over tre romaner er forfatteren tilbage i sin oprindelige metiér,
kortprosaen, og han har bestemt ikke mistet håndelaget siden sidst." – Kristeligt
Dagblad
Incorporating the vibrant style of ancient Incan knitting with a nod to
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contemporary trends, this new collection of knitwear designs features 25
garments that bring the vibrant and geometric motifs of the South American
tradition to the 21st century. By innovatively combining knit-and-purl techniques
in lightweight yarns, the stunning colors, stripes, and zigzags of South American
patterns are complemented by subtle textures. All the featured projects are
suitable for any intermediate knitter, with instructions and charts for each pattern
as well as a glossary to clarify various knitting techniques. Beyond its
instructional role, this guide also directs knitters to find inspiration for their own
designs by examining the landscape, wildlife, and pottery of the high Andes.
A "beautifully written"* (New York Times Book Review) novel of redemption by a
prize-winning international literary star. From the acclaimed author of The
Beautiful Things that Heaven Bears comes a heartbreaking literary masterwork
about love, family, and the power of imagination. Following the death of his father
Yosef, Jonas Woldemariam feels compelled to make sense of the volatile
generational and cultural ties that have forged him. Leaving behind his marriage
and job in New York, he sets out to retrace his mother and father's honeymoon
as young Ethiopian immigrants and weave together a family history that will take
him from the war-torn country of his parents' youth to a brighter vision of his life in
America today. In so doing, he crafts a story- real or invented-that holds the
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possibility of reconciliation and redemption.
Capture the spirit of 'hygge' - the Danish art of finding pleasure in simple things with this collection of cosy knitted projects. Featuring a range of small and large
projects for garments and snuggly home accessories this is the perfect hygge
knitting pattern collection to keep the winter cold at bay.
Singing star and Academy Award winning actress, Shirley Jones, appears in this
authorized paper doll book created with his signature flair by famed artist, Jim
Howard. The book features the pretty fresh-faced blonde star as she appeared in
big screen versions of Rogers and Hammerstein¿s great musicals Oklahoma!,
Carousel and Meridith Willson's The Music Man. She later became an icon
playing the matriarch in the phenomenal hit TV series, The Partridge Family and
continues performing today in concerts across the country. Three dolls and eight
pages of costumes represent her film career, including her 1960 Oscar-winning
role in Elmer Gantry, a wardrobe of '70s styles as a popular TV mom and
glamour gowns from concert performances.
Midaldrende Peter står stærkt beruset på Nørreport Station, parat til at hoppe ud foran
det første tog. Pludselig taler året 2017 til ham, og snart blander også tidligere årtier sig
i samtalen. Mens Peter forsøger at få hold på sin fortid, udfoldes historien om hans
forhold til Ellen, Agnes og Gunilla, som tager sin begyndelse i 1982 på en katolsk skole
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på Østerbro. For enden af perronen er en roman om venskab og kærlighed, vrede og
medfølelse, tro og begær – og om tiden, der taler med, alt imens vi med blandet held
forsøger at skabe sammenhæng i vores liv.
Enjoy a fresh new approach to sock knitting! Stephanie van der Linden is a master
knitter and shows her technical skills to great effect in Op-Art Socks. A collector of opart ceramics, she was inspired to translate graphic optical illusions into knitted patterns
for socks, replicating their eye-popping effects. Op-Art Socks contains 19 projects.
Explore graphic colorwork, textured knitting (knit and purl), shadow knitting, and shifting
ribbing to create optical illusions. The book includes black and white swatches of all
patterns so that you can readily perceive the op-art illusions in each piece. Op-Art
Socks is truly unique in theme and designs. Go beyond ordinary sock knitting into new
territory!
Alis’ far er svært plaget efter at være blevet mishandlet under besættelsen. Han har
brug for morfin til at dæmpe smerterne, men lægerne har sat ham på den sorte liste.
Med barnets uendelige loyalitet følger Alis sin far på hans togter for at skaffe morfin.
Hun udøver barnlig magi for at hjælpe sin far, og de to holder sammen imod hele
verden. Et dybt rørende portræt af et barns måde at håndtere virkeligheden på.
The Age of Collage Vol. 2 documents current developments in the world of collage and
reveals why this technique is as fresh as ever.
Crossing the boundaries of genre with its unrivalled storytelling, Diana Gabaldon’s new
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novel is a gift both to her millions of loyal fans and to the lucky readers who have yet to
discover her. In the ten years since her extraordinary debut novel, Outlander, was
published, beloved author Diana Gabaldon has entertained scores of readers with her
heart-stirring stories and remarkable characters. The four volumes of her bestselling
saga, featuring eighteenth-century Scotsman James Fraser and his twentieth-century,
time-travelling wife, Claire Randall, boasts nearly 5 million copies in the U.S. The story
of Outlander begins just after the Second World War, when a British field nurse named
Claire Randall walks through a cleft stone in the Scottish highlands and is transported
back some two hundred years to 1743. Here, now, is The Fiery Cross, the eagerly
awaited fifth volume in this remarkable, award-winning series of historical novels. The
year is 1771, and war is approaching. Jamie Fraser’s wife has told him so. Little as he
wishes to, he must believe it, for hers is a gift of dreadful prophecy – a time-traveller’s
certain knowledge. To break his oath to the Crown will brand him a traitor; to keep it is
certain doom. Jamie Fraser stands in the shadow of the fiery cross – a standard that
leads nowhere but to the bloody brink of war.
Every baby deserves a cute hat! From pom-pom hats and beanies with flowers to
adorable animals like an elephant, puppy, owl, giraffe, and others, there is a hat for
every baby in this book. Each pattern includes clear instructions and photo illustrations
of any special stitches used. Skill levels are given to make it easy to decide which
patterns to make. You'll want to make a special hat for every new baby in your life!
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Kristian Bang Foss' darkly comic, prize-winning road-novel satire sees two unlikely
friends set out to defy the Danish welfare state - and Death himself - with both hilarious
and tragic consequences.
It doesn’t have to be a challenge to find well-constructed knitting patterns for your body
type anymore. Plus Size Knits contains 25 stylish and sophisticated patterns, from
pullover sweaters to cozy cardigans and more. Specifically designed for plus sized
women, these styles result in flattering sweaters and accessories with beautiful details.
Featuring stunning photography and helpful size charts and diagrams to create pieces
that are tailored just for you, this is a must-have for plus size knitters!
Beautiful and historic African carpets, baskets, and other textiles provide the design
inspiration for these 16 sophisticated knitted cardigans, pullovers, and sweater vests.
Intended for seasoned knitters, these projects use domino, double knitting, entrelac,
intarsia, and stranded two-color techniques worked in fingering-weight yarns. The
Shoowa Vest, the African Domino Pullover, and the Arrowheads Cropped Pullover
show off fancy stitching, while other designs feature colors borrowed from the muddried fabrics of Mali, the block patterns of Ghana, or motifs from Nigeria, Sierra Leone,
Zaire, and Zimbabwe. African animals decorate the Giraffe Vest and Zebra Cardigan,
and elsewhere leaping antelope and birds in flight are used in repeating patterns. Full
instructions and charted patterns for at least two adult sizes are provided for each
design and high-quality photographs of the finished pieces showcase these classic
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additions to any wardrobe.
Jørn Lunds (f 1946) barndomserindringer fra en provinsby i 1950'erne.
Barndomsårenes sansninger og indtryk udfoldes i en række beskrivelser af såvel
muntre som mindre muntre hændelser, der tilsammen giver et karakteristisk billede af
tiden og tidsånden.
Four women – intimate with the psychology of evil – work together for a small nonprofit
that disseminates information on genocide. When two of them receive death threats,
they immediately believe the messages come from one of their recently profiled war
criminals. As the tensions mount among the women, each discovers that none of the
others is exactly the person they seem to be. Their obsession with tracking down the
killer turns into a witch hunt: one by one, the women dismiss the idea that the threats
were sent from the outside and begin to suspect each other, disclosing the jealousies
and contempt that have been simmering just beneath the surface. A tautly woven
philosophical drama with all the trimmings of an electrifying murder mystery, The
Exception heralds Christian Jungersen as a gifted storyteller and keen observer of the
human psyche.
Modern life is an ever-accelerating barrage of people, buildings, vehicles, creatures,
and things. How much can a curious mind take in? And what can it do with all the data?
Gregory L. Blackstock, a retired Seattle pot washer, draws order out of all the chaos
with a pencil, a black marker, and some crayons. Blackstock is autistic and an artistic
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savant. He creates visual lists of everything from wasps to hats to emergency vehicles
to noisemakers. In the spirit of the Outsider art of Henry Darger and Howard Finster,
Blackstock makes art that is stirring in its profusion and detail and inspiring in its simple
beauty. He has never received formal artistic training, yet his renderings clearly and
beguilingly show subtle differences and similaritiesenabling the viewer to see, for
example, the distinctive features of a dolly varden, a Pacific Coast steelhead cutthroat,
and fourteen other types of trout. Each collection is lovingly captioned in Blackstock's
unique hand with texts that reflect facts from his research as well as his passions and
preferences. Blackstock's Collections contains over 100 extraordinary examples of his
splendidly original taxonomy, offering a unique look inside the mind of a man making
sense of life through art. Monsters of the Deep Major Forestry Pests The Great
Cabbage Family The Spatulas The World War II U.S. Bombers The Buoys King Sized
Jails Monsters of the Past Classical Clowns Great Italian Roosters Our State
Lighthouses The Irish Joys
It's the coldest winter in memory as ex-convict Peter Boutrup moves to remote, rural
Denmark to start a new life. But when a young woman goes missing on New Year's
Eve and Peter discovers the body of Ramses, an old acquaintance from prison, things
start to unravel. Two days after the disappearance the body of a young girl is found in
the harbour - she is naked, attached to an anchor and her face has been torn off. Is this
the body of the missing woman and is it connected with Ramses' murder? And could
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Peter's strange new neighbour, Felix, be involved? Peter Boutrup just wants peace and
quiet but he must accept that the truth lies hidden in the past he is trying to forget.
Populated by a cast of characters from the underbelly of Danish society, Three Dog
Night is a fast paced thriller that paints a picture of a rarely seen side of Denmark.
Gennem fire måneder har en person i nattens mulm og mørke tegnet blå cirkler på
fortovene i Paris. I cirklerne ligger der hver gang en genstand: en ørering, en øldåse, et
par briller, en død kat. Pressen kaster sig over sagen - også nogle psykiatere begynder
at interessere sig for den. Men ingen tager den alvorligt og formoder en harmløs
excentrikers værk. Bortset fra den nye kriminalkommissær i 5. arrondissement, JeanBaptiste Adamsberg. Han aner spor efter en særlig ondskab. Og en nat sker det han
har frygtet: En kvinde findes myrdet en blå kridtcirkel.
Presents over five hundred and fifty basic and complex knitting stiches, which can be used to
alter store-bought patterns or produce original designs.
Sammen med sin veninde står en lille pige i en forblæst have et sted ved kysten. En ældre
kvinde opholder sig på et refugium i et solfyldt, paradisisk Sydspanien. Hun tror, hun har styr
på sin tilværelse, også på forholdet til sin afdøde mor. Men landskabet omkring hende bliver
gradvist mere dystert, mens hun tager fat på at fortælle historien om den lille pige i haven. Tre
søstre, deres mor og et barnebarn skildres af sidstnævnte, som er bogens fortæller.
Readers of exciting, challenging and visionary literary fiction—including admirers of Norman
Rush's Mating, Ann Patchett's State of Wonder, Barbara Kingsolver's The Poisonwood Bible,
and Peter Matthiessen's At Play in the Fields of the Lord—will be drawn to this astonishingly
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gripping and accomplished first novel. A decade in the writing, this is an anthropological
adventure story that combines the visceral allure of a thriller with a profound and tragic vision
of what happens when cultures collide. It is a book that instantly catapults Hanya Yanagihara
into the company of young novelists who really, really matter. In 1950, a young doctor called
Norton Perina signs on with the anthropologist Paul Tallent for an expedition to the remote
Micronesian island of Ivu'ivu in search of a rumored lost tribe. They succeed, finding not only
that tribe but also a group of forest dwellers they dub "The Dreamers," who turn out to be
fantastically long-lived but progressively more senile. Perina suspects the source of their
longevity is a hard-to-find turtle; unable to resist the possibility of eternal life, he kills one and
smuggles some meat back to the States. He scientifically proves his thesis, earning worldwide
fame and the Nobel Prize, but he soon discovers that its miraculous property comes at a
terrible price. As things quickly spiral out of his control, his own demons take hold, with
devastating personal consequences.
Whether you're crocheting for your own child, grandchild, great-grandchild, or a friend's child,
you'll find plenty of unique designs that are sure to create treasured heirlooms that'll be kept for
generations to come. Find cute crochet projects for blankets, dresses, jackets, rompers,
footwear, hats and accessories-with projects to suit both boys and girls. This title includes a
helpful section on basic crochet techniques to assist you along the way. You'll also find step-bystep instructions for every project along with diagrams and full-colour photos to help you
complete each project successfully.
Knit Prayer Shawls, -With 15 easy to advanced designs to make for people in need, this small
hardcover book is handy for on-the-go knitters. Concealed spiral binding.
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An insightful understanding of children and their development, from the standpoint and
assumption that all children are born wise. Newborn children have an inborn ability to
communicate, understand, feel and act immediately without preconception. Parents can use
this knowledge to communicate and better understand their children. Adults can also learn
much from the mutual non-verbal communication among children.
Børnene i børnehaven "Kulungen" i Longyearbyen på Svalbard gemmer sig somme tider for
pædagogerne, men de dukker altid op igen, så ingen tager fænomenet alvorligt. Men en dag
forsvinder en lille pige og vender ikke tilbage. Det er i den kolde og mørke tid, og en femårig vil
ikke kunne overleve længe udendørs alene. Den intense eftersøgning i det lille samfund
afdækker en opsigtsvækkende historie om utroskab, nervesammenbrud, smugling og rovjagt.
Men pigen er som sunket i jorden – indtil et spor dukker op, som peger ind i Svalbards
nedlagte kulminer ... Den norske forfatter Monica Kristensen (f. 1950) har ikke ligget på den
lade side i forhold til en evig jagt på uddannelse. Hun har således studeret både fysik,
matematik, plasmafysik, polarforskning og glaciologi. Monica Kristensen er særligt kendt for
sine krimier, og her kommer hendes ekspertiseområder særligt til sin ret, når hun blandt andet
beskriver den norske øgruppe Svalbards isolerede og kolde natur. Kristensen fik sin litterære
debut i 2007 med krimien "Hollændergraven", der blev oversat til dansk og udgivet i 2010.
Sidenhen har hun udgivet tre krimier: "Kulungen" (2008), "Operation Fritham" (2009) og "Den
døde i Barentsburg" (2011). Alle tre er oversat og udgivet på dansk.
Love knitting socks but sometimes hit a snag? Carry this handy answer book in your knitting
bag! Well-known experts Charlene Schurch and Beth Parrott demystify all aspects of sock
knitting. Find clear instructions for both toe-up and cuff-down sock knitting Learn multiple
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techniques for knitting: casting on and binding off, working heels and toes, making size
adjustments, and more Browse a stitch dictionary of favorite texture patterns; find options for
creating your own unique socks
201 Crochet Motifs contains over 150 original crochet blocks and motifs plus 51 gorgeous
projects to inspire your creativity. Packed with ideas to get you going, this clever directory is
split into three main chapters entitled Motifs, The Projects, and The Techniques. The first
chapter, Motifs, is divided into five sections that cover everything from the simplest crosses
and spirals to geometric shapes, pictures, lacy patterns, and bold, beautiful flowers. Use them
to make up your own bags, throws, scarves, and pillows, designed just as you choose, or
follow one of Melody’s foolproof patterns in The Projects. With over 50 projects to choose from
there’ll be something for everyone to make, whether that is a butterfly brooch, holly greetings
cards, an openwork afghan, cat pillow, button baby blanket, tie belt, cherry border cardigan or
something entirely different. Each motif is displayed as a color photograph next to easy-tofollow instructions, with stitch diagrams for more complex motifs. Melody also advises on the
type of yarn to use, the tension and the size of the motif, and gives tips on how to achieve the
best result. There is also advice for designing your own makes, so you can treat the motifs as
a jumping-off point. Finally, The Techniques offers further explanation and guidance so that no
stitch is beyond your ability. With sketches and photos showing how the motif can be used,
either on its own, with several together, or partnered with other motifs, 201 Crochet Motifs will
show you that the crocheting possibilities are endless.
"Intense, riotous, funny, sexy and thrilling . . . Renberg is a great writer" MATT HAIG "An
exceptional novel . . . majestic page-turner" KARL OVE KNAUSGAARD Pal has a shameful
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secret that has dragged him into huge debt, much more than he can ever hope to pay back on
his modest salary as a civil servant. He's desperate that nobody finds out especially not his
teenage daughters or his ex-wife. It's time to get creative. Sixteen-year-old Sandra also has a
secret. She's in love with the impossibly charming delinquent Daniel William, a love so strong
and pure that nothing can get in its way. Not her concerned parents, not Jesus, and certainly
not some other girl. Cecilie has the biggest secret of them all, a baby growing inside her. She
can only hope that her boyfriend Rudi is the child's father. But although she loves him
intensely, she feels trapped in their small-time criminal existence, and dreams of an escape
from it all. Over three fateful September days, these lives cross in a whirlwind of brutality,
laughter, tragedy and love that will change them forever. A fast-paced, moving and darkly
funny page-turner about people who are trying to fill the holes in their lives, See You Tomorrow
combines horror and hope, heavy metal music and literary marvels to become a startlingly
original, eerie and hilarious novel about friendship, crime, loneliness and tragic death.
Translated from the Norwegian by Sean Kinsella WINNER OF AN ENGLISH PEN AWARD
Richly illustrated with photos, charts, and drawings, this guide features more than 100 patterns
for children's and adults' sweaters, jackets, caps, mittens, stockings, and shawls. Includes
suggestions for adaptations to individual tastes.
For enden af perronenGyldendal A/S
This contemporary collection of wraps showcases the work of 18 knitwear designers that
include Lily Chin, Nicky Epstein, and Jo Sharp. The designs for these ponchos, capes, stoles,
and capelets vary from simple to challenging and explore shape and silhouette possibilities in a
host of techniques, including stitch patterns, color work, lace, beads, crochet, and felt. A
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glossary is provided, containing all the information necessary for even a novice knitter to
successfully create one-of-a-kind fashions. The book also includes an in-depth section on
designing and embellishing, making it a companion for future creativity. All knitters and
crocheters, from the most demanding to those just embarking upon larger projects, will be
inspired by these stylish designs that stretch the definition of a poncho.
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